
Large Stencil Project
For this assignment you will be using the skills that you have learned on previous 
assignments such as “High Contrast - Pen and Ink” and “Stencil letters” to make a large 
complicated stencil.

You will be applying the knowledge such as...

 Converting an image to a high contrast - black and white  - using the threshold option 
in Photoshop, 

Placing bridges to create strong usable stencils,

 Placing bridges to hold in negative spaces,

 Placing bridges to break apart large open shapes,

Tracing and transferring shapes,

Cutting stencils and 

Applying paint via a stencil brush.
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Landscape
10” x 8”

Portrait
8” x 10”

150 ppi Resolution

Step 1: Go online and �nd an image of an object that you want to convert into a 
large stencil.

Note - In the description of the image you are searching 
add “white background.” For example, “Parrot with a white 
background.”

Not all images will be able to be converted into stencils. If 
you are wondering if the image you have chosen will work, 
please consult with the instructor.

Right click on the image and Copy image

Step 2: Open the image in Adobe Photoshop.

 



Step 3: Drag your chosen image into the document. Scale the image to �t nicely into 
your document. 

You may want to use the Marquee Selection tool to select just part of the object that 
will be the focus of your stencil.

Once you have the area selected.. go to Select > Inverse. Make sure you are on the 
correct layer. Delete the unwated part of the image. Deselect. Scale the edited part to 
the size you need. Leave at least an inch of space as a “boarder” so the  paint will 
remain block by the edge of the paper. 

Step 4: Image > Mode > Grayscale

A new window will pop up - 
Click - Don’t Flatten  - Next Window - Discard.

Step 5: Image > Adjustments > Threshold

Find the balance between 
having enough detail and 
not being too black or too white.
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Step 5: Next we are going to use a �lter to help clean up some of the unnecessary dots 
from the Threshold image.

Go to Filter > Filter Gallery

Tip - Remember what you are trying to do here - You are simplifying the
edges and cleaning up the unnecessary dots. Be Careful - It is very easy 
to loose detail at this point

Adjust the sliders
until your edges are 
smooth, but not so
much that you loose
detail in the image.
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Step 6: Now we are going to begin adding bridges to our stencil.

Bridges are used to ...

1. Hold in negative spaces. These paper islands would fall out if there were no 
bridges holding them in.

2. Next, bridges break apart large open areas. If the stencil has large open 
areas it will be weak.

3. Bridges make your stencil stronger. If you don’t have enough bridges the 
stencil will break, or not hold back the paint to create the image.

To add bridges in Photoshop we are going to erase out the black and add 
white. 

White = paper, o�, resist the paint.

Black = cut out, open, where the paint will go.

Before After
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Before

After

Common errors - Not connecting 
�oating islands of white to the 
mainland outside.

This piece will fall out if we don’t 
connect it with several bridges.

Common errors - Adding bridges in 
weird places. Add bridges where you 
think it will be most functional and 
most beautiful.

Weird / Ugly bridges
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Before After
Use the black paintbrush in 
Photoshop to open areas that you 
want the paint to go into. 

Also, use the black paintbrush to 
remove unwanted white areas.

Have the instructor check your 
work before you spend time 

tracing and cutting your 
stencil!!!
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Step 7. Now you are ready to print your large stencil - Black and white printer.  

Use an X-acto knife and a 
piece of cardboard to cut 

out the pieces of your 
stencil.

Use the stencil brushes and 
paint to create your design on 

an 11” x 17” piece on paper.

Example of design traced onto 
heavyweight card stock

This eagle is front 
an earlier set of 
instructions, but 
still demonstrates 
the next steps very 
well.


